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Summary
glock designs with nested rows and columns have been introduced by Singh and Day (1979). This 
note gives some results regarding the total relative loss of information and patterns of efficiency 
balanced block designs with nested rows and columns in variable replications of treatments.
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1, Introduction
Block designs with nested rows and columns have been introduced by  Sestg-h and 
Dey (1979). These designs are a set o f  incomplete blocks within which are nested 
two more classifications, rows and columns and are useful for the situations where 
it is desired to eliminate heterogeneity in two directions within each block. They 
' have given the analysis and construction o f  several series o f  balanced designs. 
Consider a block design with nested rows and columns in v treatments and in 
s blocks, each block containing pq  -treatments arranged in p  rows and q columns. 
Let N  be the incidence matrix o f  treatments vs blocks. Further let iVij and N%j be 
and vX q  incidence matrices o f  treatments vs rows and treatments vs columns 
respectively, in the j-th  block ( j  — 1, '2, ..., s). Define
N i  =  (N n '■ ¥12 ■ — ■ Nis)
N% — (N21 • N 22 ■ : Nss)
i Let r be the v x l  column vector o f  treatment replications. It is easy to notice 
X j= jy1j  =  jy2j = r ,  where J  stands for conformal column vector o f  all unities. D e­
note by r5, the diagonal matrix with the elements o f  vector /  in diagonal', andr~5 
the inverse o f  r5.
The normal equations for estimating the effects o f  treatments after eliminating 
the effects- o f  rows, columns and blocks are given by -
(U) F x =  Q 
» ~ —
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where
F = rJ-N x N [fq -N 2Nyp±NN'fpq
and x is v X 1 column vector o f treatment effects. The expression for Q (the vector 
o f  adjusted treatment totals) can be seen in Si n g h  and D e y  (19 79 ) and is not 
produced here as it will not appear onward.
KssmsAGAB  (1957) has obtained the expression for total loss o f  information, 
for block designs eliminating heterogeneity in one direction and in two directions. 
The total relative loss o f  information for block designs with nested rows and col­
umns is given in Section 2.
The balanced designs usually require a number o f  restrictions on the parameters, 
for instance, most o f  the known balanced designs are available with equal repli­
cations. Section 3 gives a .result for obtaining efficiency balanced designs in vari­
able replications o f  treatments.
2. Total Relative Loss o f  Information
The expressions for the total relative loss o f  information in block designs and row 
and column designs have been given by  K sh lrsa g a r  (1957) in terms o f the trace 
o f  the information matrix o f  treatment effects obtained after eliminating the 
effects o f  other classifications. In this section, we obtain the expression for the 
total loss o f  information for binary (if each o f  the v treatments occurs at most once 
in each block) and equireplicate (if every treatment occurs in exactly r blocks) 
block designs with nested rows and columns.
To understand more precisely the various notations introduced, consider for 
example the following design given by  S in g h  and B e y  (1 9 7 9 ) in v — 5 treatments 
and 3 =  5 blocks o f  size p  =  2 rows and q = 2  columns.
Blocks
Bi Bs £4 B ,
1 2 1 5 1 4 1 3 2 3
3 4 2 3 5 2 4 5 5 4
The various incidence matrices N y, N f (i — 1, 2 ; j  =  i ,  2, 3, 4, 5) are: 
^ i =  (^ u  ■ N u  : & w )
Treatments
-1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0“ 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 3
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4
_0 0 1 0 0 1 
Rows
0 1 0 5
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$2  — (^21 • N 22 : 23 : -^ 24 N 25)
Treati
r i 0 1 0  1 0 1 0 0 0“ 1
0 1 1 0  0 1 . 0 0 1 0 2
=  l 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 4
Lo 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0, 5
Columns
Treatments
~ 1 1 1 1 on 1
1 1 1 0 1  I 2
1 1 0 1 1 3
1 0 1 1 1 4
_ 0 1 1 1 i j 5
N  =
Blocks








r 4 1 1 1 I t -4 1 i 1 r '4 3 3 3 3-1 4 2 0 1 1 4 0 2 1 3 4 3 3 3
1 2 4 1 0 i 0 4 1 2 , N N ' = 3 3 4 3 3
1 0 1 4 2 1 2 1 4 0 3 3 3 4 3
A 1 0 2 4_j 1 2 0 4_ / .3 3 3 3 4_
M i =
Thus the matrix F  in (1.1) is
-4  0 0 0 0“
0 4 0 0 0
0 0 4 0 0 - (1 /2 )  N iNi - (1 /2 )  +  ( 1
0 0 0 4 0
_0 0 0 0 4_
" 1 - 1 /4 - 1 /4 - 1 /4 -1 /4 -1
- 1 /4 1 - 1 /4 - 1 /4 - 1 /4
= - 1 /4 - 1 / 4 1 - 1 /4 - 1 /4
- 1 /4 - 1 /4 - 1 /4 1 - 1 /4
. . -1 /4 - 1 /4 - 1 /4 - 1 /4 1 _
= (5/4) (I —J/5).
=  5/4 I  & — (1/4) J
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Thus for equireplicate design, the F  matrix is
(2.1) F  =  r I - N 1N'1jq -  N 2N'2/p +  N N ' Ipq
when the design is “binary also., we get the trace o f  F  matrix as
tr F = r v  [1 — 1/p — H q+H pq)
Let the rank o f matrix F  be v — 1 — a, a^O . The design is said to be connected 
i f  cc =  0. Using the procedure given by  Kshirsagak, (1967), the total relative loss 
o f  information, say L, is
L  =  v — 1 — a — [Hr) tr F
s ( p + q ~ l )
-----------------------1 —a
r
since ur=6pq, where v is the. number o f  treatments. The above result can be stated 
in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. For the binary, equireplicate and connected block design with 
nested rows and columns, the totalrelative loss o f  information is (s (p.+ q — l)jr) — l. 
where 6 is the number o f  blocks, each having p  rows and q columns and r is the 
common replication.
3. Balanced Designs With Variable Replications -
W e shall need the'following definitions o f  efficiency-balanced and variance-balanc­
ed "block.design with nested rows and columns, (see, Singh and D e y , 1979).
Definition 1. A  block design with nested rows and columns is called efficiency- 
balanced block design with nested rows and columns (EBB-RC) if  every contrast 
among treatment effects is estimated with same efficiency factor (efficiency-factor 
o f  a given contrast o f treatment effects 'being the ratio o f  the variances o f  the best 
linear unbiased estimate o f  the contrast under an orthogonal design to the design 
under consideration).
A  necessary and sufficient condition for a design to be EBB-RC is
(3.1) M o =  p, {I — Jrf!n)
where M o — r~d {N^N'jq +  NzN^ip —NN'lpq — rr^/n), ^ is the unique non-zero 
eigen value o f Mo and n — J'r, the total number o f  observations.
Definition 2. A  block design with nested rows and columns is called variance 
balanced block design with nested rows and columns (VBB-RC) i f  the variance of 
every elementary contrast o f treatment effects estimated through the design is 
same.
A  necessary and sufficient condition for a design to be VBB-RC is
(3.2) F  =  @ ( I ^JJ ' f v )
where & is the unique non-zero eigen value o f  matrix F  definited in (1.1).
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In the theorem 3.1., we have an inter-relation between EBB-RC and VBB-RC 
designs.
Theorem 3.1. For a block design with nested rows and columns, any two o f the 
following three conditions implies the third.
(£) The design is EBB-RC.
(ii) The design is VBB-RC.
(m ) The design is equireplicate.
The proof turns out to be simple in view o f equations (3.1'), (3.2) and r — rJ,
being the common replication.
The balanced, designs ‘with, equireplicated treatments are o f lesser practical utility 
than those designs which are balanced and permits the arbitrary replications. In 
the following we give some balanced designs with variable replications in m (-= v) 
treatments obtained by  merging some o f the v treatments o f  a balanced designs.
Consider a block design D  with nested rows and columns in v treatments group­
ed into m disjoint classes, the i-th class having Vi treatments, say (aii, ai2,..., a -lVi), 
i = l ,  2, ..., m. Obtain a design D* by replacing (merging) every treatment o f  i-th 
class by  the same treatment, say o f. Thus D* is a block design with nested rows 
and columns in m treatments. W e prove the following theorems.
Theorem 3.2. I f  there exists an EBB-RC design D  in v treatments then the design 
D* obtained in above manner in m (<v )  treatments is also an EBB-RC design.
P roof. Let N,  N 2?- (j =  l ,  2 , . .  3) be the various incidence matrices of design D  and r be
the replication vector for v treatments. Denite by i ? ==P(J'211. . . . ,  £ vn)- m X v  matrix with. 1 Xvi 
row vectors of all unities in i-th diagonal positions of an identity matrix of order M X ® , i =  t, 
2 , . . m. I t  is now easy to notce that the design D *  obtained by merging v treatments of D  
into m-treatments of D * has the following incidence matrices, N *, ^
2y-^  = P2\r
(3.3) =
= 1
The replication vector r* is given r* — Pr  
Since D  is an EBB-B.C design., we have
(3 .4 ) M o  =  { I —Jr'/n)
The Jfo-matrix for I>* denoted by M o*  is
(3.5 ) M * = r * ~ 6  [ N l N l ' / q + N l N l ' / p - N *  N * ' / p q - r * r * ' 4hi]
Using (3.3) and (3.4), (3.5) simplifies to
M* = (I — Jr!,//n}
This completes the theorem.
Several series o f  equireplicate VBB-RC designs have been constructed by  Sing-H 
and B ey  (1979). Using theorem 3.1. and 3.2., we can easily prove the following 
result.
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Theorem 3.3. Let D be an equireplicate VBB-RC design with © as the unique 
non-zero eigenvalue o f  the matrix F  given in (1.1.), then the design D * obtained 
by  merging the treatments in the manner described in Theorem 3.2., is EBB-RC 
design with p =  { r * -  ©)fr as the unique non-zero eigenvalue o f  Mo  given in (3.1.).
The application o f  Theorem 3.3. can be made in obtaining some EBB-RC design 
with variable replications as follow s:
EBB-RC [v == 3, -S =  5, r' = (4, 8, 8), p — 2, S =  2,, £4= 5/16)
1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3  2 2
3 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3
EBB-RC (v == 6, s ~  14, r ' =-  (7, 7, 7, 7, 14, 14), p  =  2, q =  2, p =
1 2 1 5 1 3 1 5 1 6 1 4
3 4 ’ 2 6 ’ 5 5 ■’ "6 2 1 6 3 7 5 6
1 6 .2 6 2 3 ■ 2 4  2 5 3 5 3 6
4 5 3 5 ’ 5 .6 ’ 6 6 ’ 5 4 ’ 4 6 ’ 5 4
5 6
5 6
: EBB-RC {v =  8, 5=18,  r' —(8, S, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8:, 16), p  =  q =  \
1 5 3 4 6 1 2 . 0 '  5 6 7 7 2. 3
7 2 ’ rri 6 ’ 3 7 :' 4 5 ! 2 3 ’ 0 1 ’ 7 0
4 5 0 4 5 3 4 7 6 7 7 - 2  0 1
6 7 ’ 6 ■ 1 ’ 7 7 ' 1 5 ’ 2 0 7 4 7 ’ 5 3
1 2 3 7 ■ 7 6
3 4 ’ 0 . 4 ’ 1 2
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